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PART 4 

Assembly modeling and kinematic simulation

Any complex mechanical product consists of many components. 
Assembly modeling allows CAD users to group these components 
in hierarchies, representing the structure of a designed product. 
What are the advantages of BricsCAD over other MCAD software  
in this field?

There are two well-known approaches to design complex mechanical products: top-down 
and bottom-up assembly design. With bottom-up approach users start to design a product 
with detailing its low-level component. These components are then grouped into higher-
level components. The process is continued till the very top component (corresponding 
to the product itself) will be designed. The important advantage of BricsCAD is that any 
existing .dwg file is considered as a component. Users can directly insert such files into their 
assemblies. Moreover, the assembly itself is also stored in a .dwg file that can be opened in 
any other dwg environment (AutoCAD, DraftSight, etc.) So BricsCAD users get all advantages 
of assembly modeling directly in the familiar environment and exchange the result in the 
most popular CAD file format. BricsCAD also supports top-down approach, where users can 
define a component hierarchy for any existing geometry – designed in BricsCAD or imported 
from another source.

To position components properly with respect to each other, the same concept of geometric 
and dimensional constraints is applied (BricsCAD is may be the only CAD system, where 
constraints play central role on all three main design phases: sketching, solid modeling, and 
assembling). Every component has six degrees of freedom in 3D space – three translations 

Bricsys Strategy for Mechanical Design By Dmitry Ushakov

and three rotations. When constraints are applied between two or more 
components, they remove some degrees of freedom (for example, fixation 
constraint removes all six degrees of freedom, while coaxial constraint 
removes four degrees of freedom). The remaining degrees of freedom 
can be used to move and rotate components in real time, and therefore 
to simulate the forward and inverse kinematics of the mechanism under 

Kinematic simulation of an imported  
geometric model
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design. This allows engineers to validate their products on early stage of development,  
thus minimizing the total development cost.

We implemented a powerful mechanical browser to simplify the navigation on product 
structure with components and subcomponents of any level of nesting. Users can hide a 
particular component or visualize it in transparent (wireframe) mode to see the internal 
components behind or inside it. The list of constraints applied to assembly is also managed via 
mechanical browser. BricsCAD users can also generate a Bill of Materials (BOM) as a standard 
dwg table that can be exported in .csv file format for future usage.

Conclusion
Familiar dwg environment, powerful parametric sketching, game-changing variational direct 
modeling, fully-functional assembly design and kinematic simulation are the main cornerstones 
of Bricsys MCAD strategy. But they are not the only ones. MCAD is a complex and mature 
domain (see picture), which cannot be implemented in just two or three years of work of 
software engineers – even so talented as ones forming the Bricsys development team.
In comparison with leading MCAD vendors, we are a small company. But we are rich, because 
we have a large ecosystem of sales and development partners. 

BricsCAD is not only powerful CAD software but also a full-fledged CAD 
development platform, which application developers can use to create 
value-added applications. A worldwide network of more than 700 
Application Developers is using the standard APIs of the BricsCAD platform 
(LISP, DCL, VBA/COM, .NET, BRX) to develop value-added applications 
targeted at specific industries or disciplines. Several hundred of these 
applications across some twenty categories are now available through 
the Store on the Bricsys website, with many more to be added over the 
coming months. We help software developers to market their solution 
to the BricsCAD community worldwide. We sell them in 70 countries of 
our presence. And our development partners can use the comprehensive 
BricsCAD customer support infrastructure.

We invite you to join development of a full-scaled set of MCAD products. 
Mechanical CAD software is a multi-billion US dollar market, and leveraging 
the popularity of the .dwg file format and the power of our constraint 
technology, together with our partners we can win a significant part of it.

2D Sketching

Knowledge-based engineering

Piping/tubing design

Solid modeling

Engineering analysis

3D Sketching & advanced surface modeling

Assembly design

Tool path generation

Generative drafting

Sheet metal design

Mold design & simulation

Product data management
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The V14 release extends BricsCAD with a refresh of the user interface, 
major enhancements to the intelligent Quad cursor, an optional suite 
for 3D interoperability, new functions for generating associative 2D 
and 3D views and sections from 3D models, and sheet metal design 
for the mechanical CAD market.

BricsCAD V14 release

3D Tools
Sheet Metal

Sheet metal design allows you 
to model sheet metal parts 
and generate their unfolded 
representations with manufacturing 
information as a 3D solid or 2D 
drawing in .dwg or .dxf format. With 
BricsCAD you can create complex 
sheet metal parts easily and rapidly.

2D - 3D Tools
Generative Drafting

The Generative Drafting functionality 
allows users to automatically create 
several associative 2D views of a 3D 
solid model. All views are placed in a 
dedicated paper space layout. Since 
each view represents the actual 
state of the 3D model, all views 
are updated instantly when the 3D 
model is modified. 

Interface
Intelligent Quad

The Quad is an alternative to grip-
editing of entities, offering a much 
richer set of editing operations 
while requiring fewer clicks, without 
cluttering the screen with loads of 
grip-glyphs. The Quad allows easy 
and fast editing of 3D solids but also 
enhanced editing of 2D entity types.

System
Multi PlatformUI

The BricsCAD software is available 
not only for the Microsoft® Windows® 
operating system, but also for the 
Linux and Macintosh* environment. 
Plus it also exists in a 64-bit version 
and supports multi-core systems.

(*) will be made available through an 
intermediate release of the V14 life cycle.

Bricsys YouTube channel
Go see our V14 videos: Assembly modeling, Generative Drafting, 
Sheet Metal, The Quad cursor, Working with standard parts and 
many more.

http://www.youtube.com/user/bricsys/videos
http://www.youtube.com/user/bricsys/videos
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BricsCAD Activity in Poland
VectorSoft, Bricsys partner for Poland, participated to the CAx Technology 
Exhibition at EUROTOOL 2013 in Krakow from October 15 to 17.   
The giveaway for a Platinum version of BricsCAD was won by Marek Majewski 
from Stal-Met, a family business producing metal products based in Osobnica 
in southern Poland.

Customer and Partner Feedback

Bricsys Newsletter

BricsCAD Activity in Canada
Paysage Service, Bricys partner for Canada, participated to  
Expo-FIHOC 2013 at Place Bonaventure in Montréal, an exhibition 
welcoming over 6K people from all over Québec, Ontario, the 
United States and the Maritimes.

“This module is indeed awesome. I’m glad it’s now made available. I’m sure this helps in 
achieving a more quality output when it comes to BIM. Thanks for sharing this update. 

This is really cool.” Fischer Design Group, Glendale, Arizona

“I would like to commend your company for really being on top of issues like this when 
they come up. You are always very responsive which I very much appreciate, and is why 
I switched to BricsCAD. I sure wouldn’t get the same kind of response from AutoDesk.  
I started trying alternative CAD packages all the way back with ICAD98, and your 
product is the first and only one that really competes with AutoCAD.”  

Kyle Kane, Consultant Kane Structural LLC, Independence, Kentucky

“Now that I’m using supported GPUs the modeling experience is fantastic.  
I really appreciate the dedication to porting BricsCAD to Linux which I’m sure has been  
an uphill battle. Please pass along my thanks to anyone who’ll have them.”  
Erik Chadwell, Technical Director Perseverance Theatre, Juneau, Alaska

“I have to compliment Bricsys on their web partner portals – they are way better than 
the other vendors we deal with.”  
Andrew English, Director - Solution Partner - Civil Survey Solutions, Australia

BRICSCAD

http://www.targi.krakow.pl/gb/strona-glowna/targi/18-miedzynarodowe-targi-obrabiarek-narzedzi-i-urzadzen-do-obrobki-materialow-eurotool/strona-glowna-eurotool.html
http://www.targi.krakow.pl/gb/strona-glowna/targi/18-miedzynarodowe-targi-obrabiarek-narzedzi-i-urzadzen-do-obrobki-materialow-eurotool/strona-glowna-eurotool.html
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JETCAM takes BricsCAD from CAD to sheet metal NC code in seconds
Whether you are a job shop producing small runs or a multi-national company looking for complete 
automation, JETCAM Expert CADCAM delivers a comprehensive programming system for all punching, 
cutting, profiling, routing and composite cutting machine tools - including combination machines and 
machines with loading/unloading equipment and/or right angle shearing.

With the Platinum edition of BricsCAD V14 now also supporting sheet metal 
unfolding and including a one-click ‘Export to JETCAM’ facility, the combination of 
BricsCAD and JETCAM Expert provides for a fully automatic process from CAD file 
to automatically nested and tooled components in seconds.

The JETCAM Expert software provides either full interactivity or automation of 
any stage of the tooling and nesting process. With support for virtually every 
CNC punching and profiling machine available today, the software offers high 
performance nesting options and tight integration into legacy data systems such 
as MRP.

Scalable system in use by small machine shops up to multi-nationals

Full automation, with interaction at every step if desired

Support virtually every type of CNC punching and profiling machine 

Very high performance nesting for maximum material efficiency

Improved machine performance through optimised cutting paths

Developed since 1986, with several awards and accolades

Key features

JETCAM develops CAD/CAM nesting and material management software 

products for the sheet metal fabrication and aerospace/automotive 

composite industries, covering punching, profiling, routing and knife 

cutting technologies. For more information on JETCAM Expert visit  

www.jetcam.com or email info@jetcam.com.

www.jetcam.com
mailto:info%40jetcam.com?subject=
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AutoTURN Pro 3D for BricsCAD 
With AutoTURN Pro 3D for BricsCAD, designers can easily model, 

analyze and visualize both 2D and 3D vehicle swept path and turning 

simulations. Using the patent pending 3D swept path technology, 

AutoTURN Pro 3D enters the realm of true 3D design and analysis. 

Engineers, architects, and planners can confidently work on 

multifaceted projects and complex design scenarios involving vertical 

and underside clearance checks, detection of obstacle collision, and 

traversing challenging terrains all within a 3D environment.         

Perform 2D and 3D forward and reverse simulation maneuvers with single and multi-part 
vehicles

Place a 3D vehicle simulation on a terrain using geometry for lines, arcs, polylines, and 
alignments

Convert 2D vehicle turning simulations into equivalent 3D simulations

Analyze both vehicle bottom and overhead clearance requirements on either a straight line path 
section or paths with curves

Use SmartPath tools interactive drive modes to model vehicle forward, reverse, and 
oversteering turn simulations through mouse movements

Work with national design vehicle standard libraries from all the major countries

Create, modify, and add user-generated vehicles or vehicle types

Generate hatched areas defined by the vehicle body envelopes or clearance envelopes

Generate detailed reports based on vehicle types, steering angles, speed and path lengths

AutoTURN Pro 3D for BricsCAD is available in English, French, Spanish, and German. 
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News
The V14 release of the BricsCAD software, released in late October, received all around 
praise from the CAD press, analyst and developer communities:

“The latest third party addons shows how mature BricsCAD 
has become as a platform for 3rd-party developers”  
Ralph Grabowsky - upFront.eZine

“Love the new (clean consistent) look in V14, finally someone 
produced an interface change for the better !!!” Terry Dotson - DotSoft

New Third Party Applications on the Bricsys 
eStore Catalog

CADpower
CAD productivity tool with over 100+  
Lisp routines.

Publisher: Coordinate System  
(Bangalore, India)
www.coordsys.com

Autograf
A surveying application to support you in the 
processing of survey data.

Publisher: OnTop Consultants  
(Waldbronn, Deutschland)
www.ot-consultants.de

PdfImport
Imports PDF files directly into BricsCAD. 

Publisher:  
DotSoft (Flemingsburg, Kentucky, USA)
www.dotsoft.com

XL2CAD, Word2CAD
Overcomes the limits of OLE placement into BricsCAD for xls and  
word respectively.

Publisher: DotSoft (Flemingsburg, Kentucky, USA)
www.dotsoft.com

 
 

“I really like the direction Bricsys is taking BricsCAD.  
Clearly the 3D features added to BricsCAD V14 are a huge step 
forward. ” Deelip Menzes - Deelip.com

 

www.coordsys.com
http://www.ot-consultants.de
www.dotsoft.com
http://www.bricsys.com/common/applications/application.jsp?app=583&apploc=991
http://www.bricsys.com/common/applications/application.jsp?app=691&apploc=
http://www.bricsys.com/common/applications/application.jsp?app=726&apploc=1203
http://www.bricsys.com/common/applications/application.jsp?app=727&apploc=1205
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Mexico
Industrias Peñoles, part of Group BAL, is one of the key 
players in the mining, metallurgical and chemical sector in 
Mexico. It is currently the world’s largest producer of refined 
silver, metallic bismuth and sodium sulphate, and Latin 
American leader in gold production, refined lead and zinc.

Recently Peñoles purchased BricsCAD V14 Pro and Platinum 
editions for their facilities in Velardena, Tipaza, Sabinas, 
Sapsa, Milpillas and Madero. The deal with Peñoles - a 
company whose shares are listed on the Mexican Stock 
Exchange since 1968 - was supervised by CADHaus  
(Bricsys Mexico).

Bricsys has good business growth expectations for Mexico 
in 2014. Bricsys executives will be visiting the country in Q2/
Q3 and plans are being made to organise public events in 
several cities, dedicated to Application developers, Sales 
Points and BricsCAD users.

Peñoles, one of the biggest mining companies in the world has chosen BricsCAD!

Mexico
Capital: Mexico City
Official language: Spanish
Population: 118,395,054
Area: 1,972,550 km2  761,606 sq mi
Currency: Peso 

Mexico is expected to surpass most of its Latin 
American neighbours and grow nearly 4 percent in 
2014. In December 2013, the Mexican Senate approved 
a legislative measure that reforms the country’s 
energy sector and for the first time in seventy years 
allows foreign investment and production-sharing 
agreements in Mexican oil.  
This major reform is expected to have an impact on 
the economy starting this year.
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